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Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics dares to assert herself. Richly comic and full of lively scenes and descriptions, Pamela contains a diverse cast of characters, ranging from abduction and rape, determined to defend her virginity and abide by her own moral standards. Psychologically acute in its investigations of eighteenth-century novel. Latimer's study is not a specialist study of Grandison but rather a reconsideration of Richardson's novelistic term. In addition to placing Richardson within the context of his own culture, recouping for contemporary readers the influence of Grandison on later writers, including Maria Edgeworth, Sarah Scott, and Mary Wollstonecraft, is central to her study. Latimer argues that Grandison is a相关负责性 to his own culture, recouping for contemporary readers the influence of Grandison on later writers, including Maria Edgeworth, Sarah Scott, and Mary Wollstonecraft, is central to her study. Latimer argues that Grandison is a

Pamela in Her Exalted Condition follows the heroine of Richardson's hugely popular first novel into married life. In the process, he explores both the experience of women beyond the stage of courtship and provides a fascinating insight into the social and cultural life of the mid eighteenth century. The first ever scholarly edition of the novel, this volume features a critically edited text, general and textual introductions, full annotations and textual apparatus. Appendices describe all the editions published in Richardson's lifetime as well as early nineteenth-century editions. The original illustrations from the popular octavo edition of 1742 and Richardson's index are reproduced. The publication of this novel in the Cambridge edition allows the sequel to Pamela to take its rightful place in the critical study of Richardson's development as a novelist.

Pamela in Her Exalted Condition follows the heroine of Richardson's hugely popular first novel into married life. In the process, he explores both the experience of women beyond the stage of courtship and provides a fascinating insight into the social and cultural life of the mid eighteenth century. The first ever scholarly edition of the novel, this volume features a critically edited text, general and textual introductions, full annotations and textual apparatus. Appendices describe all the editions published in Richardson's lifetime as well as early nineteenth-century editions. The original illustrations from the popular octavo edition of 1742 and Richardson's index are reproduced. The publication of this novel in the Cambridge edition allows the sequel to Pamela to take its rightful place in the critical study of Richardson's development as a novelist.
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Abraham Lincoln, the first president of the United States, was assassinated at Ford's Theatre. The popular press was abuzz with speculation about the assassination and the investigation that followed. The New York Times, among other newspapers, reported on the events, interviews with witnesses, and reactions from the public. The newspapers also covered the trial of John Wilkes Booth, the individual suspected of committing the act. The trial was held in Washington, D.C., and the media played a significant role in shaping public opinion. The newspapers covered the trial proceedings, including the testimony, the cross-examinations, and the final verdict. The coverage was intense and the media played a key role in communicating the events to the public. The newspapers also covered the aftermath of the assassination, including the episode of Mrs. Lincoln and John Wilkes Booth, the search for Booth, and the public's reaction to the murder. The newspapers also covered the trial of John Wilkes Booth, the individual suspected of committing the act. The trial was held in Washington, D.C., and the media played a significant role in shaping public opinion. The newspapers covered the trial proceedings, including the testimony, the cross-examinations, and the final verdict. The coverage was intense and the media played a key role in communicating the events to the public. The newspapers also covered the aftermath of the assassination, including the episode of Mrs. Lincoln and John Wilkes Booth, the search for Booth, and the public's reaction to the murder.

"I cannot be patient, I cannot be passive, when my virtue is in danger." Fifteen-year-old Pamela Andrews, alone and unprotected, is relentlessly pursued by her dead mistress's son. Although she is attracted to young Mr. B., she holds out against his demands and threats of abduction. Determined to defend her personal standards, Pamela is emotionally acute in its investigations of love, freedom and power. Richardson's first novel caused a sensation when it was first published, with its depiction of a servant heroine who dares to assert herself. Richly comic and full of lively scenes and descriptions, Pamela contains a diverse cast of characters, ranging from the vulgar and malevolent Mrs. Jeeves to the aggressive but awkward country squires who serve this unusual love story as both its villain and its hero. This edition incorporates all the revisions made by Richardson in his lifetime. Margaret A. Doody's introduction discusses the genre of epistolary novels, and examines characterization, the role of women and class differences in Pamela. For more than seventy years, Pamela has been a staple of the English literary curriculum. A number of notable, contemporary authors have written about Pamela, and its influence is seen in a wide range of other works, including Jane Austen's Emma and D.H. Lawrence's Kangaroo. Pamela represents a global bestseller of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
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Samuel Richardson (1689-1761), the English writer and printer best known for his epistolary novels, including Pamela (1740) and Clarissa (1748), was the focus of extensive critical study even before his eventual publication. His correspondence with friends such as Mrs. Laetitia Barbauld and first published in 1804, contain her selection from his papers. Richardson became a printer's apprentice in 1706 and for the rest of his life managed a successful printing business in addition to writing his highly popular and influential novels.
our perception of literary history.

Clarissa Harlowe, the tragic heroine of Clarissa, is a beautiful and virtuous young lady whose family has become wealthy only recently and now desires to become part of the aristocracy. Their original plan was to concentrate the wealth and lands of the Harlowes into the possession of Clarissa's brother James Harlowe, whose wealth and political power will lead to his being granted a title. Clarissa's story is that of a young woman who is forced to marry a man who is not suitable for her, and who struggles to maintain her virtue in the face of temptation and adversity. Throughout the novel, Richardson explores the themes of family, love, and virtue, and portrays the conflicts and challenges that Clarissa faces in her pursuit of a happy and virtuous life.
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Samuel Richardson, the author of Clarissa, was a prolific writer and publisher who is best known for his contributions to the development of the novel as a literary form. He was a member of the London literary scene, and his works were widely read and influential. Richardson's novels were widely published and translated, and his work continues to be studied and enjoyed today.
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